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Three Key Factors combined can enhance
Diagnostic Efficacy in Diabetic
Peripheral Neuropathy 
Assessment of Pinprick modality can

be an exquisitely sensitive method for

predicting, diagnosing and monitoring

Peripheral Neuropathy when undertaken with recommended

technique and a dedicated precision instrument.  

Refining Diagnostis of Sensory Deficit

1. Modality: Do the Right Test
Pinprick for Specificity

2. Technique: Do the Test ‘Right’
Reproducibility and Quantification

3. Instrument: Of Choice
Test Sensitivity, Consistency and Infection Control

1. Modality
Pinprick for Specificity

� In the peripheral nerve it is the small diameter & unmyelinated fibre populations which are

most vulnerable to damage from metabolic conditions such as diabetes mellitus. 1,2,3,4,5

� These are the populations responsible for the conduction of pain or Pinprick.

� Neuropathic ulcerative sequellae are related to changes in perception of ‘protective pain’

� A refined test of pinprick could enhance the diagnostic implications of the neuropathic state & play an indispensable role in management of

people with diabetes 6,7
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2. Technique
Quantification and Reproducibility

Quantification 

Compare sharp to sharp for degree:

� Drawn from contemporary neurophysiological practice this methodology involves a perpetual process of logical, repetitious, comparison

between symmetrical, or local, territories using ‘clusters’ of the same sharp stimulus 

� This approach permits patients to express subtle degrees of deficit and facilitates ‘mapping’ of neuropathic distribution

� Accurate expression of deficit distribution could represent an objective/ quantifiable measure of neuropathy and refine it’s definition which

would substantially compliment existing methodologies to enhance appreciation of neuropathic ramifications

Therefore the approach seeks to provide;

� A refined scale for perception of deficit

� More accurate distribution of deficit

� Monitoring of subtle progression of deficit

� Earlier detection in undiagnosed cases

Reproducibility 

Multiple or ‘cluster’ applications promote consistency by reducing the standard deviation of the testing stimulus 

� Where the test is reproducible distribution of deficit could represent an objective/ quantifiable measure of neuropathy

� By generating an average frequency of contact with randomly distributed nociceptors 

� By generating an average stimulation force

� Frequent stimulations are appreciated on a central level  more than singular

3. Instrument
Test Sensitivity, Consistency and Infection Control;

Use of a Precision Instrument for Enhanced Testing of Cutaneous Pinprick Sensation

Test Sensitivity

� Medipin utilises the phenomenon of 'lateral inhibition' where functional connections are formed in the central nervous system to highlight

local contrasts in sensation promoted by the presence of a short faceted point with strongly defined edges.

� The lateral Inhibition effect is then amplified by the creation a Centre-Surround Field Effect by means of an encircling protective annulus.  

� These features considerably enhance the perception of pinprick, augmenting acuity & therefore, test sensitivity.

Consistency

� The protective annulus attenuates depth of penetration which promotes reproducibility

� The annulus also encourages appropriate angle of attack.

� The device is constructed to facilitate handling with the intention of reducing operator error further improving test consistency.

Infection Control 

Improved by specific design features

� Inhibition of depth of penetration & correct angle of attack reduce likelihood of skin breach.

� Appreciable security against ‘stick injury’ is offered by the protective annulus which ‘shields’ the clinician from the point.

� The point can be rendered ‘safe’ simply by compressing it firmly against a hard flat surface

Using Medipin – Clinician’s Instructions

1. Break Tab to Expose Point – avoid contact with fingers.

2. Grasp Device between thumb and index finger lightly enough to permit slight axial slippage.

3. Establish a ‘Normal’, idiosyncratic response for the patient by selecting a Neurologically Intact Area and apply to skin surface at a

perpendicular making several quick applications around the same locality.  Press firmly but carefully, using a comntrolled, repetitive,

percussive contact.  Avoid high amplitude or ‘stabbing’ actions. 

4. Invoke responses by continuous comparison between ‘normally sensitive’ and less sensitive territories, consistently asking the patient

to make distinctions between them.  Gradually encroach upon, map out and establish the degree of deficit in, the affected area. 

5. To Prevent Re-Use destroy point by compression against a hard surface and/or dispose of in a biohazard container.

Medipin
shown

actual size

Initial impressions of GPs and specialist physicians has been very favourable.  Patients with diabetes mellitus and other neuropathic conditions

tolerated Medipin very well.  Practice nurses found the technique easy to learn. Demonstration of sensory deficit appears reliable. 

Centres of excellence where Medipin has undergone trial and approval

� Department of Neurophysiology, National Hospital for Neurology & Neurosurgery, UK

� Charing Cross Neurology Department, UK

� Royal Free, Neurology Department, UK

� John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford, UK

� Cornell University Medical College, New York, USA

� New York University Medical Centre, New York, USA

Future Directions
Clinical effectiveness 

� Diagnosing sensory neuropathy in other clinical settings

Neurology patients

Cancer patients

Rehabilitation clinics

Trauma management

Rheumatology patients

� Monitoring sensory neuropathy in those settings

Patronage

� Dissemination of information to stakeholders in the care of patients with diabetes mellitus

� Incorporation into local, regional & national guidelines for the care of  patients with diabetes mellitus

The Medipin Triad – Summary
Diagnostic Precision with Improved Infection Control

The Modality offers:

� ASSESSMENT SPECIFIC to critical structures damaged principally and initially

The Technique offers:

� TEST SENSITIVITY  Perception of refined scale for deficit

� QUANTIFICATION  Accurate mapping of distribution

� REPRODUCIBILITY Consistency of repetition without habituation

The Instrument offers:

� TEST SENSITIVITY  Acuity

� TEST CONSISTENCY  Reproducibility

� IMPROVED INFECTION CONTROL  Penetration, protection, disposal

Conclusions
� There is a strong imperative to exploit the use of pinprick in

the testing and assessment of diabetic peripheral neuropathy.

� Medipin provides the clinician with a ‘finely tuned’ and

quantifiable appreciation of sensory deficit status.

� Our methodology represents an approach which could

significantly enhance prognostic efficacy in both the

primary and secondary care settings. www.medipin.com
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